The low-friction properties of quasicrystal surfaces suggest their use as coatings on moving machine parts, including those in internal combustion engines. In such applications, additional lubricants are typically used. Since the low-friction properties of quasicrystals are thought to depend on their aperiodic structures, the interactions of lubricants on quasicrystalline surfaces may have an impact on their frictional properties. In this paper, we address the fundamental issues that affect the growth and structural properties of gases on a quasicrystal surface. Studies of the adsorption and growth of rare gases on quasicrystal surfaces are reviewed, and new results are presented for the modeling and simulation of hydrocarbons on quasicrystal surfaces. The calculated interaction parameters are presented for methane adsorption on ten-fold Al-Ni-Co. Methane is found to form aperiodically ordered structures, consistent with the rules established earlier for rare gases on Al-Ni-Co.
Introduction
The low-friction properties of quasicrystals in ambient conditions coupled with their high hardness and oxidation resistance led to the development of applications of quasicrystal coatings, for instance on machine parts, cutting blades, and non-stick frying pans [1] . In such practical applications, hydrocarbons are commonly used as a lubricant. Superlubricity is the name given to the phenomenon in which two parallel single crystal surfaces slide over each other with vanishingly small friction because their structures are incommensurate. This phenomenon was proposed in the early 1990s and experimental evidence for this effect has been seen in studies of mica sliding on mica [2] , W(110) on Si(100) [3] , Ni(100) on Ni(100) [4] , and graphite on graphite [5] . Although there are other factors in these systems, aside from incommensurability, that affect the friction, superlubricity may play a major role in the friction of quasicrystals because of their aperiodic structures. Indeed, quasicrystal surfaces were observed to have low friction not long after they were first discovered [6] , but pinning down the exact origin of the low friction has been elusive [7] . Recent experiments in ultra high vacuum (UHV) have demonstrated a frictional dependence on aperiodicity for both atomically clean quasicrystals and quasicrystals with chemisorbed films in UHV, although this was attributed mainly to weaker phononic coupling with the aperiodic surfaces [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In coating applications, whatever the origin of the lower friction, some additional lubricant would still be needed to counter the frictional contributions due to grain boundaries, asperities and other defects in the surfaces of the moving parts. If superlubricity plays a role, then the lubricant in such a situation must not remove or reduce that effect. Similarly, if reduced phonon coupling is important, then this must be maintained with the lubricant. Therefore it is desirable to have a good understanding of how gases, hydrocarbons in particular, interact with quasicrystal surfaces.
Although the growth of films on quasicrystalline surfaces has been studied for some years [7, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , very little is known about the interaction of hydrocarbons, their structures and growth on alloy or quasicrystalline surfaces. Some earlier experiments suggest that certain hydrocarbons, such as formic acid, HCOOH, dissociate on the five-fold surface of Al-PdMn, whereas it does not on the ten-fold surface of Al-NiCo [18] . Benzene, C 6 H 6 , on the other hand, does not dissociate on Al-Pd-Mn, and apparently orders in a quasicrystalline structure [19] . Ethylene is believed to form a disordered chemisorbed monolayer on Al-Ni-Co [12] .
To obtain a fundamental understanding of the interactions of hydrocarbons with quasicrystal surfaces, it is helpful to use rare gases as models that can elucidate the characteristics that arise from the 'physical' parameters of the adsorption, such as relative adsorbate and substrate length scales, interaction strengths, substrate corrugation, film growth and phase transitions. In this paper, we review what is known about the structural properties of rare gases on quasicrystal surfaces and present preliminary results of a study to model hydrocarbons on quasicrystalline Al-Ni-Co.
Inert gases on Al-Ni-Co

Xe adsorption
A combined low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) study of the adsorption of Xe on the ten-fold surface of Al-Ni-Co has provided a great deal of insight into the effects of a quasicrystalline adsorption potential on the structures and growth of these films. The basis for these studies was an LEED structural study of the clean AlNi-Co surface [20] , which indicated that the surface of Al-NiCo is an unreconstructed termination of the bulk structure. A small amount of surface relaxation (<0.2Å contraction for the top layer spacing) and buckling of the surface (displacements <0.1Å from bulk positions) was observed. The composition of the Al-Ni-Co sample used in this study was Al 73 Ni 10 Co 17 , which puts it in the region of the basic Co-rich phase. The structure model used in the LEED analysis was that derived from a bulk x-ray diffraction study of the Ni-rich phase [21] , but it was thought that since LEED is not sensitive to the difference between Co and Ni that any differences would be minimal. A later analysis of the same experimental data used various periodic approximants for structure models, producing showing the integrated intensity of three different diffraction spots at a constant pressure of 1.6 × 10 −6 mbar. The inset clean surface LEED pattern (55 eV) shows the corresponding diffraction spots. A and B are substrate spots, C is solely due to the Xe overlayer. The location of substrate spot A is also the location of a Xe spot when ordering occurs, hence it decreases in intensity during monolayer adsorption but increases when the Xe orders. Spot C has no associated substrate diffraction spot, but has some initial intensity due to the low-intensity diffraction features characteristic of aperiodic structures [30] . essentially the same result [22] . More recently, the Wapproximant, having a larger unit cell, and which is thought to be closely related to the structure of d-Al-Ni-Co, was used as a structure model, again with a very similar result [23] . This structure is also consistent with an ab initio study of the Nirich surface of the W-approximant [24] , which was based on a variant of the bulk structure of the Co-rich W-approximant determined by x-ray diffraction [25] .
This surface was used as the substrate in a series of LEED experiments to characterize the structure, growth, and thermodynamics of Xe adsorption on an aperiodic substrate [26] . Representative LEED patterns obtained during Xe adsorption are shown in figure 1 , and equilibrium LEED isobars are shown in figure 2 . The main findings of that study were as follows.
(1) The Xe grows in a layer-by-layer mode at temperatures between 60 and 80 K. (2) The structure of the Xe at submonolayer coverages has the same symmetry as the substrate and most likely adopts a 'commensurate' quasicrystalline structure. (3) At the onset of second-layer adsorption, a hexagonal overlayer forms, containing five rotational domains and aligned along the symmetry directions of the substrate. (4) For higher coverages, the structure of the film is consistent with face-centered cubic Xe(111). (5) The heat of adsorption for the first Xe layer is 250 ± 10 meV, comparable to Xe on other metal substrates.
While, in principle, LEED could be used to determine the locations of the Xe atoms in the monolayer structure, the fact that Xe is a relatively weak scatterer (owing mainly to its large perpendicular vibration amplitude [27] ) hindered further analysis of this structure. Attempts to image this structure using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) also failed, apparently because tunneling cannot be established from Xe on the weakly conducting Al-Ni-Co. Therefore, to gain a deeper understanding of these and other aspects of the Xe adsorption, grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations were employed.
The Xe-quasicrystal interaction potential was modeled by using Lennard-Jones potentials between the Xe and the individual substrate atoms and between Xe atoms [28] . Using this potential, thermodynamic calculations were carried out for the low coverage regime. The heat of adsorption was found to agree with the experimental value. Interestingly, it was found that the effect of the substrate corrugation, which is much larger than is typical for low-index surfaces of metal surfaces (120 meV versus ∼30 meV [29] ), is to enhance the Xe-Xe attraction on the surface.
To obtain further insight, this potential was applied to grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations [31] [32] [33] . In these simulations, the main results are obtained from simulating equilibrium adsorption isotherms (figure 4(a)). These are comparable to the isobars performed in the LEED experiments, but the simulations can probe a much larger region of the pressure-temperature phase diagram. The main findings of this study were as follows.
(1) Xe grows layer-by-layer for at least five layers before bulk condensation at 77 K. There is complete wetting above the 3D triple point of Xe, and no sign of drying behavior whatsoever [47, 48] . (2) Xe grows initially in an epitaxial quasicrystalline five-fold structure, with a first-order phase transition to a hexagonal structure at a coverage somewhat below the onset of second-layer adsorption. (3) Entropic pentagonal defects in the hexagonal structure mediate the boundaries between the five different rotational domains. (4) The isosteric heat of adsorption of the first Xe layer is 270 meV, compared to 250 meV found in the experiment.
The good agreement between the simulations and the experiment, exemplified by the correspondences found in film structure and growth and the first-layer heat of adsorption, gives confidence that Lennard-Jones potentials can be used for Xe adsorption on quasicrystal surfaces, even though generally they are not very good for Xe on metal surfaces [34] mainly because they do not include the static polarization effects induced in the substrate by the Xe. This correspondence gives confidence that the simulations are accurately describing the experimental situation, which is important for extending the studies beyond the experimental studies. In these simulations, it was possible to examine the structures formed by the Xe on a microscopic scale. Indeed, at the lower coverages, the Xe was found to occupy a quasicrystalline array of sites that corresponds to the points of highest adsorption energy (darkest features in figure 3 ). At coverages near monolayer completion, the first-layer structure has overall six-fold symmetry, with five different rotational domains, consistent with the experiment. While such alignment with the substrate directions is common for rare gas adsorption on metals [35] , it is usually a result of nucleation at the defect steps on the surface, which would be expected to run mainly along the five high-symmetry directions on this surface. Thus, at the very least, the rotational domain size is limited by the terrace size. However, examinations of the Xe density plots indicate that intrinsic pentagonal defects within the hexagonal structure mediate the formation of domain walls between differently rotated domains, as shown in figure 5 [32] . These pentagonal defects are observed to be entropic in nature [33] , i.e. their density increases with temperature, and thus the average rotational domain size decreases with T . Therefore, even on a perfect substrate, the different rotational domains will be present at any finite temperature.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this adsorption system is the transition from the 'commensurate' five-fold structure at submonolayer coverages to the 'incommensurate' six-fold structure at somewhat higher coverages. Clearly, the commensurate five-fold structure is stabilized by the substrate corrugation. In the experimental paper, it was postulated that the hexagonal ordering is also stabilized by the substrate, due to a coincidence of the natural Xe-Xe row spacing and a characteristic distance between the quasicrystal 'rows' [26] . A detailed study of this transition was carried out using the GCMC simulations. By calculating both an order parameter of the 'commensurate' structure and the total energy of the film, the transition was found to be discontinuous (figure 4). A study of the location of the transition in the isotherms indicated that the reduced chemical potential μ at which the transition occurs varies with the temperature of the isotherm. The transition occurred at the lowest μ * for the range 60 K < T < 100 K, and at somewhat higher μ * at higher and lower T values. This was interpreted as a result of competition between the thermal effects overriding the corrugation at the lower T values (μ * of the transition decreasing with T ) and the additional structural freedom afforded by the promotion of atoms out of the first layer (μ * of the transition increasing with T ), decreasing the effective repulsive Xe-Xe interaction that favors six-fold coordination. The question of whether the coincidence in spacing favors the formation of the hexagonal structure was not answered in these simulations, however. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of a first-order commensurateincommensurate transition in a monolayer. Theoretical studies indicated that highly corrugated adsorption potentials lead to first-order transitions [36] , consistent with this observation. The lack of earlier observations of such a transition may be related to the fact that the formation of the well-ordered incommensurate phase in this strongly corrugated case relies on the special relationship between the natural Xe spacing and the length scale of the aperiodicity. These questions concerning this coincidental matching motivated further studies of other gases on this surface.
Other inert gas adsorption
Building on the insight gained from the Xe studies, further theoretical studies of other inert gases on Al-Ni-Co were performed by constructing the appropriate Lennard-Jonesbased potentials. Such potentials were developed for Ne, Ar, and Kr. In addition, it was found to be beneficial to create several fictitious gases having other combinations of LennardJones parameters. These gases were developed to have combinations of energy and length parameters from the 'real' rare gases, e.g. one of them had a well depth corresponding to Ne but a size corresponding to Xe, thereby acting as an 'inflated' Ne. The calculated adsorption parameters for all of these gases are given in table 1.
A comparison of isotherms calculated for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe is shown in figure 6 . Although layer-by-layer growth is observed for all of these gases, the slopes of the plateaus differ. The reason for this is that the substrate corrugation has a more pronounced effect on the structure for the smaller gases, i.e. the smaller atoms penetrate more deeply into the pockets of the substrate potential. The density profiles of the adsorbed layers for Ne, Ar, and Kr are similar to those of Xe at the lowest coverage, i.e. the gas atoms mainly occupy the lowest potential energy sites on the surface. There are differences in the evolution of the order, however, in that the smaller gases (Ne, Ar, Kr) do not make a transition to a hexagonal structure within the monolayer regime. The T values of the isotherms are chosen so that T = 0.35ε gg , where ε gg is the Lennard-Jones gas phase interaction energy parameter. The actual T values are 11.8 K, 41.7 K, 59.6 K, and 77 K, respectively. The range of densities spanned by the first (low P) plateau is larger relative to later (high P) plateaus for each gas, and larger for the smaller gases relative to the larger gases. Figure 2 in [39] . Figure 7 shows the order parameter ρ 5−6 for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe (also shown in figure 4(c) for Xe). This order parameter is defined to indicate the fraction of the atoms that have five-fold in-plane coordination. As the chemical potential μ * increases, ρ 5−6 decreases continuously, reaching a constant value only for Kr. At bulk condensation, the ρ 5−6 values are still high, approximately 0.35-0.45. Data at higher T values show a similar behavior. Thus, we conclude that these gases do not undergo the commensurate-incommensurate transition observed for Xe.
In order to explore this further, fictitious gases were created, as described in table 2. These gases produced isotherms similar to those found for the 'real' gases, i.e. they are indicative of layer-by-layer growth. The calculated order parameters are more illuminating, however, as shown in figure 8 . It was found that the commensurate-incommensurate transition occurs within the first-layer plateau of the isotherms for the 'inflated' Xe and Ne, but not for the 'deflated' Xe. What this reveals is that the size of the adatom determines whether the transition occurs.
Regardless of the magnitude of the holding potential, the adatom must be at least as large as Xe for the transition to occur. So indeed, it seems that the coincidence of the relative sizes of Xe and the characteristic spacing on the Al-Ni-Co surface does provide a stabilizing factor in the formation of the hexagonal structure. However, the situation is somewhat more complicated than this, because any gas larger than Xe also forms a hexagonal structure. The reason for this must be that the effect of the substrate corrugation decreases as the adatom size increases, and it may or may not be coincidental that this critical size is the average distance between 'troughs' on the quasicrystal.
Hydrocarbon gases on Al-Ni-Co
The pair potentials used in the rare gas studies described above are not sufficient for the computer simulation studies of hydrocarbons on quasicrystals because the adsorption interactions are more complex. In this section, we describe the method for generating appropriate potentials for hydrocarbons on quasicrystals, and preliminary results for the adsorption of methane on the same Al-Ni-Co surface that is described above.
The intermolecular (adsorbate-adsorbate) interactions are calculated as a sum of pair interactions between atoms. For methane-methane, Buckingham-type potentials are used
with the parameters C-C (A = 1894 kJ mol
The most straightforward method for generating the appropriate intramolecular, molecule-substrate and substratesubstrate potentials is the embedded atom method (EAM) [42] , in which each atom is viewed as being embedded in a host lattice consisting of all other atoms. Using this method, we have developed classical many-body EAM potentials for hydrocarbons on Al-Ni-Co alloys by formulating the energy as The many-body term, F i , represents the energy needed to embed the i th atom at a particular position where the total charge density is ρ. The second term is a pair interaction. The total charge density at location i is taken as a sum of atomic charge density from all atoms except the i th atom. In our parameterization of the potentials, we take cubic splines (with 6 or 7 knots) for the embedding functions and the following functionals for the atomic charge density [43] and pair interaction:
The last equation is the mixing rule for pair interactions of different types of atom [44] .
These parameters are fitted to ab initio energies of selected training structures. The training structures are fully relaxed using VASP code and the energy of the relaxed structures is calculated to accuracy better than 10 meV. To get the relaxed structures for the ternary phases of Al-Ni-Co, initial configurations were taken from an alloy database [45] . Among the ternary alloys found there, dB1, dH1, and dH2 are dAl-Ni-Co approximants. These approximants are known to provide good descriptions of local structures at the ten-fold decagonal Al-Ni-Co surface [22] .
The final EAM potentials contain more than 60 fitting parameters. Therefore, the fitting is prone to converge to one of the unphysical local minima. In order to drive the parameters (2) , iNe (1) , iXe (1) , and iXe (2) at T * = 0.35. The first-order five-fold to six-fold transition occurs for all except dXe (2) . Figure 7 in [38] .
toward a physically meaningful convergence point, the fitting is performed in multiple stages as follows:
(1) fit potentials for elemental Al, Co, and Ni, In stage (1), the elemental potentials for Al, Co, and Ni are fit to elemental bulk energies at different pressures to ensure that the potentials represent stable materials under compression/expansion and yield reasonable lattice constants. In the calculations, the different pressures are achieved by expanding or compressing the relaxed structures, namely at lattice constants from a = 0.95a 0 to a = 1.1a 0 , where a 0 is the equilibrium lattice constant at zero pressure. Training at various pressures increases the transferability of the potentials due to a wider range of charge density covered. The results from stage (1) are used as initial conditions in stage (2) . The potential for systems containing Al, Ni, and Co (AlCoNi-pot) are fit to energies in bulk structures at various lattice constants and to energies in surface configurations. The latter is intended to tune the AlCoNi-pot at low charge density in different non-bulk atomic environments. The surface configurations are created from dH1, dH2, and dB1.
In step (3), the EAM potentials for hydrocarbons (CHpot) are fitted to energies of isolated structures. The ab initio calculations are performed in a fairly large cubic cell with 10Å vacuum space to minimize the interaction between molecules due to periodic boundary conditions in VASP. The final parameters (step (4)) are fitted to the adsorption energies of various small hydrocarbons on dB1, dH1, and dH2 slabs.
The fitted values are summarized in table 3. Figure 9 shows the calculated methane-quasicrystal potential energy minimum. A comparison to figure 3 indicates that this potential looks similar to that for Xe adsorption on this surface (e.g. the locations of lowest potential energy correspond generally to the hollows between substrate atoms) except that the adsorption is slightly stronger. By examining the energies for different methane orientations, we have found that the adsorbed methane molecules are essentially isotropic on this surface. Figure 10 shows the calculated adsorption isotherms for this system. In the temperature range studied here, there is no evidence for dissociation of the methane. Although the adsorption occurs under similar T and P conditions to Xe, the growth is quite different. There are no steps evident in the isotherms that would correspond to the second layer and higher, and the z-profile, shown in the inset, indicates that the layering is not well defined, as it is for Xe. Figure 11 shows the density plots for methane for two different coverages, corresponding to points 'a' and 'c' on the isotherm in figure 10 . The ordering in the first layer is fivefold, also indicated by the Fourier transform, and there is no transition to six-fold for methane, as for Xe. This is shown more clearly in panel 11(d), which shows the order parameter, analogous to those shown in figure 7 for the rare gases. The lack of transition is consistent with our rule based on the rare gases [38] that the size of the rare gas must be at least as large as Xe on this quasicrystal surface for the transition to occur, and the size of methane relative to xenon (ratio of LJ σ parameters) is 0.8 [46] . The height profiles indicate even less layer ordering in the methane than the smaller rare gases, however.
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have reviewed our studies of rare gases on the decagonal Al-Ni-Co surface. The adsorption properties of rare gases establish a foundation for understanding the properties of other adsorbed gases. One of the results obtained from those studies is that the ordering of gases on quasicrystalline substrates depends critically on the relative length scales of the quasicrystalline ordering and the size of the gas molecules. The ordering of gases could be relevant to the use of lubricants with quasicrystalline coatings. In order to address the question of the effect of adsorbed gases on the superlubricity at quasicrystal surfaces, we have developed a method for calculating the adsorption properties of hydrocarbons on quasicrystalline and other alloy surfaces.
The new results for methane adsorption on the quasicrystal surface indicate that although the initial adsorption occurs in a similar temperature range as Xe, the growth of the film is quite different. The methane orders according to the substrate structure in the submonolayer range, and there is no evidence for a transition to six-fold ordering. The lack of steps in the isotherms and the z-profiles indicate that there is little if any layering as the film grows. Thus, for low coverages, methane follows the rule we proposed based on rare gases, that periodic ordering occurs on this quasicrystal when the adsorbed gas molecules are at least as large as Xe. At higher coverages, the film growth is even less ordered than for smaller rare gas atoms, presumably due to the more complex molecular structure. According to our hypothesis expressed in the introduction, because there is no periodic order, a methane film would not be expected to reduce the superlubricity of quasicrystal surfaces. Of course, methane is not a likely lubricant in any real system, and therefore we need to extend these studies to larger hydrocarbons, which are larger than Xe, and according to our rule, might form periodic structures on this surface, affecting the superlubricity.
The computational procedures described here can be extended to larger hydrocarbon molecules, and we have begun this work (not described here) for alkanes as large as octane, and also for different alloy substrates. Clearly, it would be very helpful to have experimental data for these systems, both as a test of the theoretical methods and to test the frictional properties of such films. Our current experimental studies, consisting of temperature-programmed desorption and diffraction studies, will elucidate the former, but will not address the latter, and therefore other experimental studies are desirable.
